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McCarthy Assesses U.S.
Principles and Policies

Ad Hoc CUe.
To Seek More
Black Faculty
by Sue Kronick
As a result of the open discus-

sion on Mon., Oct. 20 of the
Afro-American
Society's
demand
for the rapid installment of black
professors for the Black Literature
and History courses, an Ad Hoc
commi ttee is being formed to deal
with
this issue,
according
to
Beverly Phillips, co-ordinator
of
Conn's Afro-Am Society.
Philip Jordan,
dean of the
faculty, and President Charles E.
Shain have already been consulted
on the plans for the committee.
The committee,
as it stands now,
will be composed
of four Afro-

Am students, two white students,
one black faculty member,
one
white faculty member, one black
adrninistrauon
member and one
white administration
member.
The faculty and administration
on this committee are: Mr. william
Meredith,
professor
of English,
Mrs. Joyce Cook, assistant professor of philosophy,
Mr. Philip
Jordan, dean of faculty, and Mrs.
Jewel Cobb, dean cof the college.
The four Afro-Am representatives are: Michelle Graves '73,
Dolores Farrow '72, Emma Wesson
'70, and Barbara Johnson '72.
The beginning of the discussion
reveaJed the Society's
basic contention that it is practically
impossible for a white teacher to
convey the implications
of the
black experience
to Ius students,
when he himself has never "lived
il."
The Society would like to see
more Black teachers in all areas,
but, at present, believes that its
request is directed toward its most
immediate area of concern.
The Society stated-that history
and literature
are interpretative
courses, and would be enriched by
black teachers.
Afro-Am declared that in the
second semester of the 1967-68
academic
year, when the two
courses were instituted in the curriculum,
members
of Afro-Am
emphasized
that black professors
be secured to teach these courses.
However, Afro-Am believes that
the Administration's
efforts have
left much to be desired.
Dean Jordan said that he supported the intent of the move and
viewed it as a matter
of hjgh
priority, especially for black stu(Continued

Students

on Page 3, Col. 5)

discuss demands

by Anne Lopatto
Linda Rosenzweig
Following a spontaneous standing ovation in his honor Senator
Eugene McCarthy called for a
balance of "principle, policy and
specific programs" to combat the
nation's
domestic
and international problems.
Speaking to a capacity audience at Palmer Auditorium
last
Thursday,
the Minnesota Democrat cited several areas which are
suffering from this imbalance.
Discusses Civil Rights
McCarthy emphasized that civil
rights are essential not only for
minority groups, bUI for all citlzens. "We have the principles, he
said, "but the confusion develops
as we move on to policy. Twenty
years ago, Congress passed the
first civil rights legislation, bUI no
program
has yet dealt competently with civil rights.
Moving on to the question of
poverty, McCarthy stated, "LBJ
declared war on poverty in 1964.
I never thought that a very accurate word. That may be an indication of the militarism of this
society.
"There was the war 011 poverty, and the war on ignorance,
which was conducted at the colleges. More seriously, what is lacking in our approach to poverty is a
principle. We've acted as though
poverty was its own reward. In
some ways, it may be," he concluded.
Cities a Major Problem
McCarthy
cited urban problems which will not be solved
until "we accept the principle that
the city is the primary form of
social organization in the United
States.
"Consequently,"
McCarthy
added, "our present urban programs are not adequately
conceived.
Superhighways
stretch
from one urban slum to another.
There is traffic, smog and urban
blight. The city is the reality of
American life, but no program yet
developed deals with this central
problem," Mc{'arthy explained.
McCarthy then melllioned two
areas in which Ihere are "many
programs, much less policy, and
very little principle.
One such area is Ihe space
program,
which
has produced
little practical bencfit. According

.

of A f ro-Amencan

Society at Open Forum.
-photo by rosenzweig.

to McCarthy, "One President said
we should go 10 the moon 'because it was there,' Mr. Agnew said
we should go to Mars, and he
didn't say 'because it was there.'
Maybe he moves in a more lunitcd
orbit."
Defense Concept Inaccurate
Moving on to the problem of
the expansion of the military establishment,
the
cnaior cornmerited that present
American
policy is not only "without pnncipie," but IS also wasteful of manpower and resources.
"It is a program without much
in the way of basic principle.
We've come to think III terms of
defense. We'd be more accurate to
call the Defense Department
the
War Department
or Department
of Offense. It hasn't been a defense department
since the war of

I 12.
"When you talk of a 'defense'
system, and you're entirely on the
defensive, you begin to develop an
almost unlimited arsenal.

Students Seek
ajor Changes
In Calendar

by aney Topping
Last week the Student-Faculty
Academic Commiuee formulated
two proposals
which were submitted to the Instruction
Committee for considcrauon.
The first would allow for the
mstallrnent or a system of selfscheduled
exanunat ions to be
taken over an eight day period at
the student's convenience.
TIle second suggestion
provided for the establishment
of a
new academic calendar similar to
that of the Univer n y of Pennsylvania. which allows for the scheduling of both exams and papers
before
Christmas.
Under
this
system. the student would return
-photo by skolnik
early III Seprcrnber, thus enabling
.. P r ogram
overrides
policy.
the college to recess in May.
Rational and reasonable considerThe two proposals were based
ation of military
principles
is
on the results of a poll conducted
go ne ," Me anhy
commented
the week of October 13 designed
soberly.
to sample student opinion on the
Foreign Policy Unchanged
present calendar and to measure
im ila rl y , Mt:Canhy
comdlssarlsfuction,
jf any.
mented, "there have been no sig- student
with the existing calendar.
nificant changes in our foreign
The results indicated that most
policy since the end of World War
students considered revision to be
II.
imperative.
or the 530 students
"Our foreign policy is based on
470 indicated
a set of principles we have re- who responded,
that they would prefer to sec
jected. We are stili talking about
some change
in the academic
containment
of Russia,
when
calendar. Only 47 students said
Russia is more contained by her
they were satisfied with the calenown satellites than by the West.
dar
as it is now formulated.
She would be more free to deal
In response to the next queswith the Wesl wi thout her satellion, students answered that they
lites.
would
be in favor of a change in
Ml.:Carlhy concluded
optimisthe schedule which would allow
tically, "If men are reasonably
well-infcrrned and reasonably
in- for exams to be given before
telligent. right decisions will re- Christmas and papers due before
Thanksgiving.
sult. We would serve our country
Slightly
over 400 students
well to serve as a model of destaled
that
they
would prefer to
mocracy for a world which so
(Continued on Page 4. Col. 2)
sorely needs It in 1C)6Q:-

Board Of Trustees To Sell All Remaining
Shares Of Stock In Dow Chemical Corp.
by aney Topping
The
following
memorandum
was submitted
to Satyagraha by
President Charles E. Shain cancernjng the decision of lhe Board
of Truslees toaulhorize
the sale of
the College's
holdJllgs in Dow
Chemjc~1 Company.
During a recenl review of our
investment porlfolio,the
College's
investment counsel slaled Ihal in
comparison
with other chemical
companjes.
Dow Chemical
was
overpriced.

Dr. Shain was Interested
111
knowing the reaction of the students to the announcement,
but
was hesilanl in speakmg for Ihe
trustecs on their reasons for selling the slOck.
"Unfortunately
I wasn'l pres·
ent during the discussion on Dow
slOcks, but I am quite sure in my
own mind Ihat the present association of Dow Chemical with
napalm
must
have excrted
J
strong IIlnuence in lhe minds of.
at least. some Irustces:'
staled

Accordingly.
Ihe
counsel
recommended
the sale of our
shares of Dow. After Trustee djscussions in which the Invest men I
Committee recalled Ihat some of
the College community sees moral
implications
in this investment.
the Committee
aUlhorized
the
Bank to sell the College holdings
III Dow.
Pres. Shain. when queslioned
about Ihe reasons for. and the
liming of, the announcement
to
sell Dow Chemical, would say
only thai the Investmcnt
('ommittee waS authorizcd to consider
lhe needs of the College and the
economic silualion of lhe stock
market.

'president Shain.
Irs. Helen Bulton\\ciser.
a
member of the trustee Investment
Comn1Jtlce
was contacted
by
Satyagraha
III order
lO dearly
specify whether financial or moral
considerations precipitated the d~cision to sell Dow stocks,
TItis truSlee readdy explamed
lhe issue. At the morning meeting
a mollon was made 10 consider
the sale of lhe remalOder of the
College'~ holdin£s In Dow Chenucal. mosl of which had already
been sold. The lOveSlmenl represClltallVC from lhe Collegc' bank
said that the lirm would be more
than happy lO sell the stock if
these were the wishes of the com-

miuec.
According to the trustee, II was
the concern of the committee to
mform the bl'Okers of the moral
consideralion
involved
in the
Issue. particularly
in light of recent 5tatcmcnts
Ihat have been
adoptcd
by the Student-Trustee
Committee
and
the
Trustees
themselves.
11lis uu~tee said that in her
0plOlon studenls
had been very
in~trumenlal in raising Ihe i ue
lhe moral Implicahons IIlvolved in
the holdJOg of certaJO stocks be10nglUg to the College. Of these.
Dow Chel11lcal was dted by stu·
dents
of
the
Studenl-Trustee
Commiltce
as one of the more
unde ""ble tocks.

or

The trustee contmued
by sa}·
109 lhat she fell that the students
were responSible for bringing the
I ·ue to the altenlion
of the Trustees when the} dJd. and that
without their innuence tlte maller.
mig.ill not have been raised unlll a
much later date.
TIle deciSIOn by the Invest men I
Committee
to ·ell Dow was then
reported to Ihe aftcmoon meeting
of the Board of Trustees.

,.

Editorials ...
Where were you when ...

Letters to the Editor
?

The attendance
of the third open forum of the Ad Hoc
Committee
on Student
Representation
on Faculty Committees gave evidence of a growing interest and concern ... on
the part of students.
Faculty participation,
in contrast, has
been consistently
disappointing.
Granted, those faithful few faculty members in attendance
have contributed
significantly
to the discussion.
But the
faculty as a whole does disservice to those few and to itself
by willfully
limiting its own voice. An effective dialogue
relies on participation
by all members of the community.
The issues discussed at these forums are of immediate
concern
to the entire
college-faculty
and students.
On
Wednesday.
November
5 the faculty begins a closed debate
on the proposals
of the Ad Hoc Committee.
The great
majority
of faculty
will never have engaged in or even
listened to an open all-college debate before voting on this
matter. Yet, the faculty alone ultimately decides on whether
students
will sit on these committees.
On what will its
decision be based?
Voting on academic
affairs is a privilege, a privilege still
denied the greater part of this college community,
and one
must accept the responsibility
implicit in this privilege.

Time Running

Out on Reform

In the recent
poll conducted
by the Student-Faculty
Academic
Comrni ttee, students expressed overwhelming
dissatisfaction
with the present College calendar. Instead, they
voiced enthusiastic
approval
for an earlier commencement
and termination
of the academic
year. Thus, strong support
was expressed
for the completion
of papers before Thanksgiving and final exams before Christmas.
In addition,
the
maintenance
of Special
Studies
was strongly
defended.
Frequent
additional comments
indicated
large student interest in the self-scheduling
of examinations.
Tomorrow
the Instruction
Committee
will meet to discuss
the Student-Faculty
Academic
Committee's
proposals concerning the adoption
of a new College calendar and the
self-scheduling of examinations.
According to the Registrar, it is necessary that a decision
be reached immediately as the work involved in these changes
would have to begin by early November.
Therefore,
it is imperative that the Instruction Committee
complete
its deliberation
on these matters by tomorrow's
meeting in order that the proposals may be submitted to the
faculty for its November 5 meeting.
To delay decision on the new College calendar could delay
its implementation
by two years. To delay decision on the
self-scheduling
of examinations
could delay such reform for
another semester.
We, therefore,
urge the Instruction
Committee to avoid this delay and to complete its deliberation
of
these matters tomorrow.

~
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To: The Editor of Salyagraha

ANOTHER OPEN LETTER TO
THE ADMINISTRATION
Because of the racist, antiCatholic,
anti-Semitic,
antiAsiatic, anti-Familist, anti-French,
anti-Sexual attitudes of American
and Connecticut College societies,
it is not feasible for just any
instructor to teach any course or
give any lecture at Connecticut
College. I must therefore wholeheartedly
endorse the bold,
aggressive stand of the Afro-American Society with respect to the
teaching of Afro-American literature and history. If there is any
fault in their thinking, it is only in
not having one far enough in

--

TOPIC
OF

CANDOR
by Michael Ware
After reading the statement
issued by Afro-Am, and attending
their open forum, I came away
with some impressions that I hope
might be acted upon.
There was an assumption on the
part of many people that Black
History
and
Black
Literature
courses would be better taught by
a black professor than by a white,

This is applicable to the black
experience, but not necessarily so
with respect to the History and
Literature of this race.
History transcends today's turmoil just as "past"
transcends
"present"
or at least is divorced
from it.
Literature not only speaks to a
mindful present, if this literature
is good, but it has a structure
within it that gives it distance
from the situation it was written
in, and even written about.
We must not forget that we do
not have the distance from the
black dilemma today and we tend
to .see all black literature with
respect to it. When this respect
dictates the color of the professor,
it has overstepped
its bounds.
Therefore all teachers today, regardless of race, have to fight the
urge
to
liquidate
intrinsic
strengths
in the subject matter
with
its relevance
to today's

world. If they can't resist, will

• • •

criticizing the kinds of instructors
and lecturers
appearing
at the

College; for example,

"The Old

Testament

is

Prophets"

taught

apparently by a non-Jew.
Who but a
understand
the

Jew can really
Old Testament?

"Japan before 1600" and "Modern China"

are taught respectively

by Hanes and Smith, two WASPsounding names if I ever heard
any. Why aren't native Japanese
and
Chinese
teaching
these
courses, preferably in their native
language? As far as I know, the
family status of anyone teaching a
course on the Family has never
been checked, and the individual
teaching the course in 17th Century
French
literature
is not
French.
The college gives sex Ject ures
now and again, but the lecturers
often appear suspiciously
conserva tive
and
monogamously
minded. Should not a sex lecturer
experience
all possible kinds of
sexual experience
before
being
regarded as qualified to lecture on
so potent a topic? Can a person
who has not slept with sheep or
engaged in pederasty, not to mention the minor
but
necessary
experiences
of fornication
and
adultery,
really understand
sex?
In view of the above, and in
view of my immense importance
on campus, I do not request, I do

not demand, I ORDER that henceforth the administration
not hire
anyone
to teach a course who
does not meet such standards of
qualification
as I shall impose
from time to time. In the case of

reaction turned to indignation.
Efforts were made on the parts
of a few students and on Dean
Jordan's part, to rectify the situa.
tion, or at least to find a better
solution
to the ticket shortage.
There are a few questions which
remain
unanswered
about
this
whole business, Why were there
really so few tickets?
If it was
because
too many townspeople
were offered tickets, why were so
many invited?
jf

event,

student
why

many

students

denied (at least potentially)

seeing him. I protest the handling
of this whole matter.
It is not
enough to say, "Well, it's over and
done with now",
and then to

forget about it. This kind of thing
should not happen

again.
Russ Josephson

To the Editors:
The reporting
of my seminar
entitled:
"Nixon's
Political
Dilemma" in the October 21 st issue
of Satyagraha
is entirely inaccurate and without
any foundation
wha tsoever.
Obviously
the reporter did not hear my opening
statement in which T presented, in
concise form, a thesis concerning
the politics of Viet Nam, which I
have developed after three years

of careful study. The New London Day, whose reported did
attend the seminar, gave a fair, if
brief, account of my remarks.

George C. Daughan,
Asst. Professor
Government.

of

To the Editors,
It is necessary,
I regret, to
correct some factual errors in the
report by Miss Linda Rosenzweig
and Miss Nancy Topping in their
article "Nurernburg
(sic) and
War." While one may sympathize

with

an attempt

principles

of

to apply

international

the McCarthy

speech,

the
law

recognized by the Charter of the
Nurmberg Tribunal and the judgment of the Tribunal to the Viet
Nam War, it really is impossible

to

do this by endowing the United

To the Powers that Be:
Since I am writing this letter

before

the

chance to see McCarthy? Hearing
him is not a good substitute
for

the GOY teaching "The Old Testament Prophets",
1 will accept
circumcision
as a valid basis for
qualification.
Further, I will give the administration until November I to make
the changes I have outlined above.
If satisfaction is not achieved by
this date, I will excommunicate
the administration
and declare
them anathema to all of mankind.
Bernard I. Murstein
French Dept.

funds paid for this
were

I

cannot know how the ticket situation worked
out. When I first
heard that onJy about two thirds

of the students would tie able to
get ticke ts to see the speech, I was
surprised. Quickly, however,
the

Nations with powers it does not
now have and never did. Specifically,
a resolution
of the
United Nations'
General Assembly, whether or not passed unaninjously, binds a member-state
to
little if anything save to take note.

t

(Continued on Page 5, Col. I)

Beyond the Wall

students
be able to discern the
teacher's feelings from what was
by Myrna
in the subject matter?
I do however believe that black
professors should be engaged for R.O.T.C. Enrollment
A recent nationwide survey of
reasons of enrichment
but the
R.O.T.e. enro11ment showed a
people
involved in the course
should be mindful of its desire to drop of fourteen per cent. Part of
transcend the issues of today for the reason is that many schools no
to
something more lasting that deals longer require their students
with Literature and History as a take this military training. But the
draft and the war in Vietnam are
whole.
To satiate the need for some probably more significant factors.
To counteract
the drop, howsort of "black" awareness among
campus
whites, a third COurse ever, there has been an increase in
should be devised having to do the number of schools offering
R.O.T.C. and a modification of
with the black experience itself.
For inUntil a curriculum could be for- the R.O.T.C. curriculum.
mulated so that students can take stance, the army has decreased its
on artillery studies
the course for credit, members of concentration
the Afro-Am
could receive an and the navy has dropped its
independent
study
credit
for knot-trying COurse.
teaching the course.
University of Michigan
The main point here is that
In support
of a campus-wide
Afro-Am has been remiss in not
strike called to protest the refusal
devising a program while they
of the Administration
to allow the
wait for black professors, and the student government
to set up a
college community
has been restudent-faculty controlled bookmiss in not taking advantage of
s lore,
thousands
of students
the cultural
benefits
the black
stayed out of classes on Sept. 29
students offer.
at the Ann Arbor campus.

Chandler
Wilson College
Wilson College in Chambersburg, Pennsylvania
has introduced
an "urban semester"
ints? its college curriculum.
According
to the program.
several students
will spend a semester
teaching
in
inner-city
Harrisburg schools. In addition, a
proposal
is under discussion
for
the students to live in the innercity community
during this time.
The program will also consist
of seminars
enabling
these students to obtain guidance and to
discuss and compare their varied

problems.
University Tuitions
Tuition and fees are up about
fifteen per cent over last years
prices at state colleges and universities.
Total
student
charges.
which
include
dormitory
and
board fees as well as tuition and
incidental
charges, are up about
seven per cent.

f
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Population Control
Crucial For America
by Lee Mills
Can you imagine the United
States alone supporting
a population of four hundred
million
people, twice our present population? Consider all our crime, welfare costs, taxes, and traffic jams

doubled, not to mention the
added air and water pollution,
diminishing natural resources,
overcrowded schools.

and

Cars are now being manufactured three times faster than people to drive them, and five times
faster than roads to accommodate
them. Highways
now cover an
area the size of Massachusetts,
Connecticut,
Vermont,
Rhode
Island and Delaware. Natural forests are being rapidly turned to
farm lands, and croplands
are
being urbanized just as fast.

While we in the United States
will probably

not

!'ag.Three

Satyagraha

lack for food,

too much strain on the thin topsoil in which food is grown could
result in worn-out areas like the
Sahara.

pOP.~lation. While low~income
families tend to have more children per family, the larger size of
the middle class makes up for the
fewer children per family.
More ironic is the attitude of
the U.S. government toward this
problem. Before President ixon's
me.ssage to Congress about "population growth and the American
future" in which he stressed the
need to establish family planning
centers, the dollars budgeted for

rat control exceeded that for population control.
Mrs. Johnston, who herself has
one planned child, feels that it is

the duty of all parents to have not
more than two children, regardless of whether they are financially

able to afford

them, She

also talked of the need to do away
with the higher taxes for singles
and the social stigma attached to
single women and those married
women who prefer not to have
children.

In regard to Catholic opposition of the birth control devices
favored by Planned Parenthood,
Mrs. Johnston said, "Catholics
may not agree with Planned
Parenthood projects and feel they
are immoral, yet it is wrong for
them to impose their religious
beliefs on the rest of us,"
She continued, "Here in Connecticut the population is predominantly Catholic who are anti-

Statistics show that within the
next thirty-three
years we could
look forward to an America like
the one described.
In response to the depressing
future of a country internally torn
by overpopulation,
many citizens
have joined agencies aimed at
informing the community about
effective birth control measures.
birth
control
except
by the
Such an agency is Planned
rhythm
method."
Parenthood, which is actually an
Mrs. Johnston expressed the
in t e r n ational
organization.
In
desire to inform the students of
Connecticut
the South Eastern
Conn College of two things I) of
Connecticut
Planned Parenthood
the consequences of the populachapter operates free clinics to
tion explosion and 2) of where
dispense birth control devices,
contraceptives
can be found.
including the pill, to any woman
While Dr. Hall, who is hersel f a
of any age, married or single,
member of Planned Parenthood,
including minors with some kind
does not dispense the pill to girls
of referral. All this is done under
under iwenty-one without parthe supervision of obstetricians in
ental permission, she has all inthe area.
formation in the infirmary and
will
refer those interested to a
Planned Parenthood
also sup-

Students Propose Tentative
Plans For Nov. Moratorium
by Barbera Keshen

Over 75 students met on Tues.,
Oct. 21 (0 discuss the current
status of the Moratorium movement at Connecticut College.
The meeting, conducted by
Katie See, President of the College

Government,

had a three-fold pur-

pose:
I) a brief post facto evaluation

of the October IS Moratorium
activities at Conn
2) formulation
of preliminary
plans for the
ovember Death

March in Washington
3) consideration
of projects
for further action in the
ew
London community.
Students organize for 'ovember Moratorium.
Death March Planned
On ovember 14 there will be
an ali-day Death March in Washington, D, C, Each State will try

to send a delegation equal in
number to the war dead from that
state. The delegates, one person
sy m bolically
representing
one
dead soldier, will march silently
from Arlington
ational Cernetary past the White House to the
Capitol.
Each state delegation will place

a coffin on the steps of tile White
House. Each marcher will place
the name of one dead soldier from
that state into this coffin.
If enough student interest is
generated at Conn, buses will be
available for transportation.
Activities Suggested
Plans were also formulated to
go into the New London cornmunity and engage in direct dialogue with its citizens and civic
leaders.
Anne Liuas and Barb Kane arc
drawing up plans for an intensive
and extensive door-to-door canvass of the New London community in consultation with Mr. Otello
Desiderato.
Mardie McCreary and Barbara
Keshen arc organizing to address
civic groups such as Kiwanis, Elks,

. Community

-cphoto

and

and the

Volunteer Counselors Meet
To Discuss Draft Education

C.V.N.A. Provides Weekend
Session on Draft Counseling

udi

of

in the Coast Guard Academy

Sub Base. Their ideas include a
picnic and/or a panel discussion
with concerned men.
A canvass of the naval housing
at the Sub Base is also under
consideration;
but, due to the fact
that this area is restricted, it may
not be feasible to canvass there.
Students wishing to participate
in any aspect of the current activities are invited to contact the
people mentioned.

ub Base of the intentions and
goals of the Moratorium Committee. However, it was observed,
these places are generally unaccessible 10 the general. anti-military,
protesting, proselytizing public.
A general discussion ensued
centering around the various ways
to break through these barriers to
contact those men enlisted in the

It is hoped that in these ways
ports liberalized
abortion
laws Planned Parenthood Agency.
Mrs. Johnston stated the need the community at large will beand sterilization, which is illegal in
for volunteers
on campus to come directly concerned with.
the state of Connecticut except
organize an ad hoc committee to and involved in, the ann-war
for medical reasons.
support Planned Parenthood chap- movement;
community
involveCurrently Planned Parenthood
is seeking to inform the college ter.
community of its aims. In a interview with Mrs. Penny Johnston,
chairman of the South Eastern
Connecticut
Planned Parenthood
chapter and Vice Chairman for
the state league, the former Conn
alumna cited the recent advertiseAbout fifteen people attended
by Russ Josephson
ment published in the New York
A draft counselor training ses- the seminars which dealt with
Times which reads, "Whatever
sion was held recently at the New various topics such as the nature
your cause, i~'s a lost cause unless England Committee for. Nonvio- of conscientious
objection, the
procedure
for
filing
the conscienwe control population.':
lent Action (C.NV.A,); m VolunAlthough
the birth rate has
uous objector forms, a general
been in decline since the mid- town.
The Voluntown group has been explanation of all the deferments
a vailable
under
the Selective
fifties and the death rate has active in peace activities during
Service System, sources of help.
remained stable, the drop in the the '60's. Tom Sherman, researchmedical regulations, informaUon
birth rate has been too small and er and draft counselor in Boston
for refusing jnductjon, nonregis~
too late to prevent a decrease jn and Brookline. Mass., led the
tration. and emigration.
population.
three~day training session at the
Among those attending the sesIronically, it is the middle class
C.N.Y.A. farm.
sjons were students, a clergyman,
who is contributing
most to the
a ew London teacher. C.N.V.A.
personnel and a Resistance worker
from I ew Haven.
AND Hf.Rf.·S A TRODI' RIilJUCTION AND I/E,RE:S ,.
Phjl Fergione, Mark Litvin and
NO IJRAFTCALL FOR OCTOBER AND HE~E S _.Russ Josephson of the Resistance
Group at Conn attended the sessions.
As Tom Sherman. leader of the
sessions explajned, a well-qualified
draft counselor would combine all
knowledge

and Julie Harrison is examining
the possibilities for talking to men

Contact the 1ilitary
Since ew London is a military
town, it was decided that it is
essential to "inform and educate"

A meeting of tile Committee
for Draft Education
look place
Wed" Oct. 16, in the Harkness
Chapel Library.
Reverend
Barrie
Shepherd
explained the aims of the group:

Publicity

to provide education

William Culotta,
The next meeting

a

doctor, lawyer and psychologist.
He added that there are very few
such people available.
The Draft Resistance Group
would like to make it known thai
its members are available to disCl.ISS the draft with anyone desir~
ing jnformation,

Donna

by Miss

Reverend

Paul

raising consists of David P. Wat·
son,
Ernest Schlesinger
and
of the Committee for Draft Education, which

about

the Draft." There is a surplus of
information, he said, about the
various branches of the armed
services; however, legal altematives to serving in the military
forces are not readily available to
the average young

will be handled

Hetzel,

Burdick, and Mrs. Philip Goldberg. The Committee
on Fund-

and counsel-

ing of young men "up-tight

and

A group consisting of McKenzie, Dave Watson, Maurie Brown

pose,

P.T.A., etc.

Ule skills

service who would like to join the
anti-war movement.

ment in anti-war activities is the
aim of the Moratorium, as stated
in its originial statement of pur-

the Coast Guard Academy

by heekayle

will be open to the public, will
take place at the Conneclicut College Chapel on Wednesday, October 29, at 7 p.m.

Afro-Am

man of draft

age.

(Continued

This group of volunteer counselors provides the only such service available in the community.

dents. However, he added that
there are two fundamental prcblems in attaining a larger black
faculty, those of conscience and

"Alongside

the Army,

Marine recruiting

avy and

from Page I, Col. I)

of availability.
He said thai many black teach-

posters outside

City Hall," said Reverend Shepherd
"I would like 10 see a

ers feel that they are deserting the
"cause" if they do not teach in

pict~re of the Conscious Objector.
He too is an American, and we
sh~u1d be proud of him. n
OteUo Desiderato, Chairman of

black

schools,

Dean

Jordan

also

for Draft Educa-

explained
that even with the
change in Conn's
curriculum,
there have been very few faculty
vacancies.

tion stressed the need for committ~es to publicize the activities

WilUam Meredith, professor of
English, said that despite these

of the group, The first necessity,

two obstacles, the Administration
is making an effort to hire more

the Committee

he explained, is to increase the
number of trained counselors.
Mrs,

Marjorie

Committee
Action

presented

Draft Counselor

Swan

for

of

the

on-Violent
details

of

a

Training session

to be held this weekend, Oclober
17-19, in Volunlown,
Thc Draft

Counseling Committee in
ew
London will consist of Steve
Johnston. David P. \ alson, Ernest
Schlesinger, and Regina Roth,
A Committee
to inform high
schools in the area of the availability of the services of the Committee for Draft Education will be
headed by Mr. and Irs, ~Uchael
Burlingame,
A Committee
to

black facully members,
He implied that the faculty, as well as
the students.
is becoming im-

patient.
'lr, Meredith

pointed out that
f airiy
recently,
he
submitted
names of four black teachers to
Presidenl
Shain,
These
people
were subsequently
offered jobs;
however, they declined, Mr, Meredith explained
thai possibly because the sludents did nol actively
show these qualified
black in-

structors that there is a compelling need for them at Conn, none
of

the

four

accepted

positions

here.
Mr. Meredilh

said that the stu-

work with those young men most
recently
classified
I-A will be

dents were not made aware of this

headed by Mrs, Christine

(Continued

Culotla.

on Page 5, Col. 4)
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Orchestra Offers Contemporary
Repertoire In Sumptuous Style

Matteo Cites Universal
Element in Dance Style

by Anue Hammell
As he walked into the master
dance class last Thursday,
the
Is there such a thing, however,
sense that the composer
treats
striking appearance of Matteo imby Linda Herskowitz
as over-perfection?
single instruments or instrumental
mediately
caught our attention.
The Philadelphia Orchestra,
groupS in a soloistic context.
The large, perceptive
eyes and
Ormandy Performance Arthodox
under the direction of Eugene
The work is extremely
beauAs I left Palmer Auditorium,
I prominent forehead seemed to be
Ormandy is one of the most ventiful and powerful,
spanning the
that of a man sensitive, quickhad to admit to myself, somewhat
erable institutions in the musical
emotional spectrum
from a huminded and self-knowledgable.
guiltily, that as a whole experiestablishment. But in this case, we
morous burlesque of a theme by
This initial reaction proved to
ence, the evening had been someneed have no qualms about praisBartok's contemporary,
Shastakowhat less exciting
than I had be true. Unlike most dancers, Mating this particular establishment
vich- to a moving, suffering elegy.
teo has grasped dance forms of
for presenting the Connecticut
expected.
The work ends with a pulsating
many
cultures.
After
studying
Mr. Ormandy
has had great
College audience with a predomaffirmation of life.
dance
with
Martha
success with what is known as the modern
inantly 20th century program.
Receives Warm Ovation
Graham
for
seven
years,
he
In the first of the 1969-1970
Philadelphia sound.
Written toward the end of the
studied
Flamenco,
Asian,
PolyConcert Series, the orchestra perWe have come to expect that
formed with the grace and matur- composer's life, the Concerto is sound and to expect the clear nesian and Oriental dance. He is
ity that has often earned it the tempered and more lyrical than
currently
teaching
at the High
accurate interpretation.
title of "greatest orchestra in the his earlier works.
School for the Performing Arts.
Then why the letdown?
Ln last week's performance, the
world."
Matteo's knowledge of a variety
There were few moments when
TIle concert opened with Wal- virtuosity of individual members
of diverse cul tures' dances led him
I was jolted by an unorthodox
ter Piston's "Toccata for Orches- of the orchestra met the demands
to probe the question of why man
reading of the score. One may
tra", an energetic, pulsating com- of the composition.
dances in different ways, and to
argue that Orrnandy
is a conIn response to the audience's
position.
ductor who does not inject his delineate the universal elements in
The performance was all that warm ovation, the orchestra per- own personality into the interpreall dance styles. One question
has come to be expected of Mr. formed Samuel Barber's "Adagio
involves the study of the cultural
tation of a composer's work; that
Ormandy's orchestra: precision,
for Strings."
Ormandy's
unique trademark
is beginnings of man.
In this slow, moving elegy, Mr.
sonorous strings, (especially in the
Explains "Ethnic Dance"
sound, not sense.
slower middle section)
and a Ormandy demonstrated
the sumpAnother
inquiry leads one to
Still,
the performance left this
symmetrical conception
of the tuous sound of the Philadelphia
the earliest kind of
member of the audience with a comtemplate
work as a whole.
strings, which has become the
dance, prehistoric man's, Matteo
vague
feeling
that
there
are
more
trademark of the orchestra under
Functions As One Instrument
areas to explore in the field of names this "ethnic dance."
his
baton.
Hindemith's "Mathis der MaEthnic dance is the 01 dest of all
orchestral
art.
The Barber piece was deeply
ler", a work consisting of excerpts
It may be that it will be up to arts, Matteo asserts. Before man
introspective
and moving, leaving
~roman opera by the same name,
could speak, he danced. A conjecmen like Pierre Boulez, the new
IS a moving musical depiction
of the audience visibly touched.
ture as to the movemen ts and
conductor
of
the
New
York
PhilThe adulation
for Orrnandy
the Isenheim Altarpiece which
gestures of ethnic dance will indito present the public
and the Philadelphia Orchestra has harmonic,
was completed in four years by
cate something about the univerwith a new vision of the orchestra.
resulted in the recent publication
Math.ias Grunewald, a religious
sal language of all dance forms.
Meanwhile,
Ormandy
and
his
of a book by Herbert Kupferberg,
painter in the 16th century.
There exists such a thing as
orchestra
will
continue
to
give
The Life aud Times of a Great
The score for this three moveuniversal gestures and symbols in
and for that, we will
Orchestra, and is due to the con- pleasure,
ment work utilizes every bit of
art, Matteo believes. The fact that
forgive rum for being something
sistently even and mature perforthe orchestra's equipment.
The Theatre
of the Deaf could
less
than
revol
utionary.
mances of all types of repetoire.
The brass and winds are heard
send meaningful
messages to the
in full force, and the violins peraudience without
it needing any
form both stacattos and sweeping
previous conditioning,
is evidence
lyrical passages wi th confidence
(Cont'd. from Page I, Col. 5)
in support of this belief.
and control.
seemed to indicate that the month
Matteo says that the universal
return to college earlier in SepThere is One moment in the
of January,
under the presen t gesture is composed of three intertember thus enabling them to
third movement when the full
system, was "a complete waste of
related
parts.
"The
Trinity
of
finish earlier in May.
?rchestra plays a fortissimo chord,
time," as one student expressed it.
One hundred and eight stuLife" he says is partly intellectual,
uumediately followed by a single
dents
expressed
dissatisfaction
emotional, and vital, or sexual.
whispering flute. In such a passSaid one student in the class of
with this idea.
age, the audience becomes fully
'71, "The practice of having vacaGestures Show Emotion
An overwhelming number of
aware of the extent to which the
tion, then a few days of exams,
Corresponding
to each third is
studen ts expressed dissatisfaction
Philadelphia Orchestra can functhen more vacation wastes time
with
last year's sequence
of
tion as a single, coherent instruand is disadvantageous
for those
Christmas vacation, exams, interment.
who live far away."
session, Special Studies and the
The only pre-twentieth
century
beginning
of second
semester
EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY
The Special Studies Period was
works for the evening were Wagclasses. Almost all the students
cited
in
particular
by
many
as
a
ner's "Forest Murmurs" from the
were in favor of continuing
the
worthwhile
experience. One sugopera "Sigfried" and "TIle Ride
Special Studies Program.
gestion included a recommendaof the Valkyries" from "Die Walktion that a 4-14 system wi th a
The questionnaire
also proure,"
LAUNDERING
Special
Studies Period of one
vided
for
more
specific
comments.
III-"
DRY CLEANING
Audience Enjoys Theme
month's duration be instituted.
COLD FUR STORAGE
Bo th
a re masterpieces
of Student sentiment in several cases
orchestral color, and the colors
Were clearly delineated
in the
OL YMPIC SPORTING
performance.
GOODS CO., INC.
Again, the orchestra delivered a
116 Bank Street
consistently interesting reading of
New London
the scores, and the audience obvi442-0696
ously enjoyed the familiar 'SigNew Londo.a. CoDA.
fried' theme as they eagerly nodMondav. October 20
ded in recognition.
Opening of Ski Shop
The climax of the evening was
"Ski Package oesr;
the performance of Bala Bartok's
Sport Caster, White Stag
"Concerto for Orchestra"
Clothing
'Concerto' is used h~re in the

a body
lectual,

lower body
vital. Matteo
further to classify individual

Hand Gestures Complex
An explanation
of these would
be as complex as an explanation
of the Raga form. The hand gestures are done as the name of the
movement is sung; the singer, flutist or drummer complements
the
dancer with a counter-rhythm.
Indian
Dance is some four
thousand years old; it is the oldest
codified dance style. Matteo attempted
to illustrate
these gestures by adapting Judy Garland's
"Only God Can Make a Tree" aud
"The Lord's Frayer" to the Hindu
Dance style.
Matteo then performed
a true
Hindu
dance
in full costume,
"Lord Shiva". The audience was
intrigued by the dance and wished
that the evening's entertainment
was just starting ... but the lights
darkened, the concert was ended.

Diamonds

- Watches - Jewelry

Expert Repairs
MALLOVE'S
74 State Street
New London, Conn.
Eastern Connecticut's
Largest Jewelers

ON CAMPUS

L.,,, ~

goes
body

parts.
For instance
the knees show
emotion,
the arms curiosity
and
intellect.
Many
gestures
were
shown to convince the audience
that
these
classifications
were
valid.
Matteo
performed
a Hindu
dance and also gave a master class
on Hindu movements.
As in the
Theatre of the Deaf and Hawaiian
dance, the classical Hindu dance
places much attention
to hand
gestures.

Poll Attacks Calender

lROY

part: the head is intelthe chest emotional,
the

CALMON JEWELERS
114 State Sf.

443-7792

~~

~

Doyouwear

CON'Tf\CT LENSES?

Shoes and Handbags ... by

Pappagatto

NewSWISHER"
gives you
greater wearing comfort
It's the swinging-est way to get grealer
wearing comtort and keep your contacts
sparkling clean. Used with new Conlique™
Clean-Tabs and Soak-Tabs, Swisher harnesses the water power of a faucet to clean
delicate lenses without rubbing or scratch-

PEACOCK ALLEY DEll

ing. Eliminates any chance of lens joss
down the drain, too.

96 Golden St.
New London

Ask your druggist for a SwIsher Care Kit.
Use the coupon below and save 25¢. For a
free booklet, write Alcon Optical Products,

..--------_ ....

443-9707

Box 1959, Fort Worth, Texas 76101.

KOSHER STYLE

I
I

REDEEM AT YOUR DRUGSTORE

•

with this coupon and purchase

: 25(:Off

NEW YORK FOOD
Tues. thru Sat.
11 :30 thru 2:00 A.M.

lONE

I Mr.
I

Reservations/Parties

I
I

TEL. ·H2.8870

:

I
I

of

SWISHER CARE KIT

Dealer:
Alcon will redeem
251 piUS 31 h,,,"dl,,,g
lor sale
Care Kit Cus,lomer mUSI pay

h'
upon 10'
1 IS co S rsner
ot one
w'Void
sa,les tax. laW

I
I

.__ .__ ..._ .....

I
uiilr::.~rbited:
Wo.th.

I'where
prOl"1lo,ted, taxed or restnctec
Cash value 1/20 01 11. AnyotM.
~e~i~sl~;6tcil~n
OptIcal/BOX
195
0

I

CDC

I
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Letters to the Editor ...
At the 55th Plenary me~tlfigDof
the U.N, General Assembli'
,e.
cember
II, 1946, the fa OWIn?
,
ted unaru-

(ContinuedfromPa
e2 Col 5
Assembly
or II December
g
,
.)
1946, to treat as a mailer of
848-871.)
primary importance plans Io
The definition
of war crimes
th formutau
r applicable
to
S. armed forces

mously. In fact, it was protOS~
by, the
representative
0
t ie

of a general codification
of
orren,ses against the peace and

can be found in the
.5. Department of the Army Field lanual
FM 27·10, The
Law of Land

security of mankind, or of an
International Criminal Code of
the principles recognized in 'the
Charter of the Nurmberg TribI
una and the judgment or the
Tribunal.
(Yearbook
or the
U .
mted Nations, 194647,
p.
254.)
. Progress in implementing this
directive is revealed in the fact
i;

W
arfare, 1956, Sections 498·509,
pp, 178·183, and in Chapter 3 of
the Ll.S. Law of
.. ·aJ \ arfare

that the present session of the
General Assembly (the 24th) still
awaits a definition of aggression
from its International Law Comntittee.
At the same (1946) session the
Gene,ral Assembly adopted, again
unanImously, a resolution on genocide and requested the Economic
and Social Council to develop a
draft convention. In 1948 a draft
convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genacide was unanimously approved
by the U.N. General Assembly
and submitted
to the states for
signature, ratification
or accession. President
Truman
transrnitted
the Convention
to the
Senate for its advice and consent
to ratification on July 16, 1949.
The Foreign Relations Committee
of the Senate has not yet reported
the Convention to the full body.
(See Marjorie Whiteman, Digest of
International
Law, Yol. II, pp.

Law (Government
340d), which
w~1 be offered
in the second
semeo;;t~r.
R.E. Lorish, Chairman
Dept. of Government
To The Editors:
In reference
to your comment
that Mr. George Daughan's seminar on October
IS was Unot sufficiently structured
to lend itself to
news reporting",
I note that the
N ew London Day's reporters were
sufficiently
competent
to find the
coherent
pattern
in his remarks
and the ensuing discussion.
Moreover,
the Day apparently
found his comments
sufficiently
interesting
to devote about four
column inches to them, a coverage
sufficiently
large to indicate that
your
readers
may have apprecia ted the opportunity
to evaluate
for themselves what Mr. Daughan
had to say.
W. Cibes
Instructor in Government

resolution

was

adop

d

United States:
The General Assembly "
Recognizes
the obhgatl\03n
laid upon it by ArtIcle
,
raph a
paragraph
I, su b.pa rag ",'
of

the

Charter,

to

initiate
mmenda

studies and make reco
.
tions for the purpose of encouraging
the progre~SIVe developrnent of internatlonal law
and it codification.
Takes Note or Ihe Agree·
ment for the establishment .of
an International
Military Tnbunal for the prosecution and
punishment
of the major war
criminals of the European Axis
in London on 8 August 1945,
and the Charter annexed thereto, and of the fact that sirnil~r
rinciples have been adopted In
P
the
Charter
of the International Military Tribunal for
the trial of major war criminals
in the Far East, proclaimed at
Tokyo on 19 January 1946.
Therefore,
Affirms the principles of international
law recognized by
the Charter of the Nurmberg
Tribunal and the judgment of
the Tribunal;
Directs the Committee on
the
codification
of international law established by the
resolution,
of the General

e ormulatlon,

in the context

WIP

10·2,

Department

of the'

avy, 1955.
If the young ladies who wrote
h
t e article
wish to pursue this
matter further. I would be glad to
~ave
participate International
in my semmar. them
Contemporary

Ed.
ate Satyagraha regrets lbal
it was unable
to cover \1e.
Daughan's se rmnar on October IS.
However, (he Editors can not possibly be present at every campus
event. They must, therefore, reI)
on individual reporters for coverage of these events, In this ca se ,
the reporter misjudged the nature
of the seminar In viewing it as
"unstructured. t·

Afro-American
Society
(Continued

incident because it might have
involved prospective profe SOTS in
a political controversy.
One student said that this entire incident is indicative of the
lack of communication
between
Afr~Am and the Administration
in that the Afro-American Society
is unaware of the Administration's
attempts
10 hire black facully,
and the Administration
is not
fully aware of the intensity
of
Afro-Am's impatience.

Open 7 a.m. 10 10 p.m.

fVNNY YO(JRE A GIRL...
ONCEA MONTH YOlJ fEEL LIKE A

SEIFERT'S

BAKERY

Community To
Seek Tutors
On Conn Campus
by Mary on Sill
meeung on tutorial programs
in me tW Landon-' lorwieh area
, held on Tues., Oet. 21, at
6:30 m Bill Hall. Mr. Ronald
Gl=
n, a ",Ianl professor of
sociology, stressed thaI the meet109 wa ougmaJly
intended
for
onentanon
and would serve to
recruit tutors, which are greatly
needed 10 lew London.
Mr.
Glassman
opened
the
meeting with an urgent appeal for
tutors. He siressed Ihat Ihe many
members of the Ugrear American
Suburbia",
who seem to be in
abundance at Conn, would benefit
as much from working with underprivileged children as the children would benefit from the tuloring help.
Mr. Glassman stated lhal he
had many requests for tutors from
the
ew London community. lie
continued
that
not
only
Ihe
Black and Puerlo Rican children
need help. Many whites are also
neglected, and jf they are not also
assjsted, will become additions to
Ihe white backlash.

Programs Established
Dean Jordan explained lhat in
The
programs
cover a wide
order to make this drive a successful one, the faculty and lhe Ad· range of areas. Projects include
tutoring at Headstart and at eleministration
require the informajunior
high, and high
tion that black students
have mentary,
school levels, and tutoring high
about eligible teachers.
Others include
Mrs. Jewel Cobb, dean of Ihe school dropouts.
adult
education,
the Winthrop
College, lhen moved Ihat an Ad
Hoc committee
be formed, com- Housing Project. day care centers,
lutoring,
and
prised or students,
facully and Spanish-English
administration
members to pave Black History,
ot only is help needed in the
the way for organized, construcaclual Headslarl program, but foltive action.
low up in subsequent
grades IS
Alone
point,
one racully
member expressed concern over necessary for the students to be
able to retain what they learned in
what
she
termed
the
"antiintellectualism"
that seemed at Headstart. This would require tutoring at the elemenlary and junUmes to pervade the atmosphere
of the meeting. In response, the ior hjgh levels.
Most tutoring will take place in
Society reiterated that its request
New London with lransporlation
stemmed from a desire to make
lhe study of Black History and provided. The high school dropoul program will be held on camBlack
Literature
more educapus.
tionally sound.
Mr. Glassman volunteered
to
Several individuals
suggested
hold
seminars
on
lower
class
probthat a liaison, an increased comlems and minority groups to aid
munication,
among
these three
lutors in their work. In th.is way.
parts of the academic community
support
will be given to the tutors
is needed to bring black racully
so that lhey will not "become
to
the
Connecticut
College
~tranded on their own".
Campus.

~

Complimenls of

from Page 3, Col. 5)

he

Renaldi's

Mobil

Station

Motor Tune-Up
24 Hour Wrecker Service
466 Williams St.

MR. G's RESTAURANT
FEATURINGHELLENICFOODS
452 Williams Sireel
New London, Conn.
Telephone 447·0400

443·6808

225 Bank SI.

,....

DOH'f cOO« lOHIG,"

You're not as mini as usual? It's only temporary,
you know. A monthly
ptoblem.
But who cares when
you have that puffy, bloated,
"Dh, I'm so fat feeling"?
t'RENDAR
that's who. TRENDAR'LL
help keep you
slim as you' are all month
long. Its modern diuretic
(water-reducing) action controls
temporary pre·mensttual weight gain. (That caD be up to 7 pounds!)
Start
takingTRENDAR4
to 7 days before thai time. It'll belp
make you look better and fOt'I better.

HARRY'S MUSIC STORE
, 17 Bonk

I
I

. I

!

Street

RECORDS

442-4815

-

(Phonos

PHONOS
Repaired)

GUITARSMUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

"Everything

in Music"

TR£NOAR_ffMAK£S YOl/GlAO youkE A GIRL!

CHICKEN OELIDET.
WATERFORD. CONN.
106 B. Boston Post Rd .

7/Ut;ndit;

ICE

CREAm.

SHOPS

t2031447·1771

HOME DELIVERY
$.50 delivery charge on
orders of any size

171 8road
New

Street

London

HODGES SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
BOTTOM

OF WILLIAMS

STREET

HILL

& BECKWITH

GATES

CELEBRATE
WITH
WINE

A. Gordon
YELLOW

=-=-WE SELL

MOUTHWASH

~~)

_---.:..::

REAiYS
442.3303

PHARMACY
442·181B

& Sons
FRONT

PACKAGE
STORE
401 Williams Street

397

Williams

Street

442·8567

Paint
Wallpaper

Hardware
Odds & Ends

"At the foot of the hill"
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And Things That Go
Bump in the Night---

EZRA POU D
The Rest

o helpless
o remnant

few in my country,

enslaved!

Artists broken against her,
A-stray, lost in the villages,
Mistrusted, spoken-against,
Lovers of beauty. starved,
Thwarted with systems
Helpless against the control;
You who cannot wear
yourselves out
By persisting to success,
You who can only speak,
Who cannot steel yourselves
into reiteration;
You of the finer sense,
Broken against false knowledge,
You who can know at first hand,
Hated, shut in, mistrusted:

by Anne Lopalto
Halloween
ranks second only
to Arbor
Day as our favorite
holiday.
This Friday night we,
along with many other Conn students, will venture forth into the
neighborhood
clutching our Halloween sacks in our hot little hands.
Unfortunately.
average'
. the
householder
has little
or
no
con.
«.
cept of
... an appropnate
.'Trick or
Treat
goodie for usf kids. WIth
...
tlus In . mind, we .' eel we are
perfornung
a public service by
offering the following suggestions.
Listed below are items which
any Conn College cut ie-rnale or

3_ A date with Irnpy.
4. Spiro Agnew.
5. A copy of the book I Like
Green Eggs and Ham, personally autographed by General Hershey.
6. The Pinkerton Guardhouse.
7 A rnern b ers hirp In
. II13 t most
secret 0 f Y a It'e secre socie ties
1 •
"Th e EI'res 0 f tlte R an dom
H"ouse ,a group w h!ICI1 meets
every secon d S a.t migl 1t to
contemp ltd
a e an diISCU ss the
f Ed
G t
poetry a
gar uest.
8. The Satyagraha office (unwashed coffee cups are op-

female-would be proud to own:
I. Mr. Reiss' chuckle.
2. A luminous
button bearing
the word "Pinko" in bright

tional).
9. A laminated
copy of the
1969 Comprehensive Exam in
the
department
of your

Take thought:
1 have weathered the storm,
I have beaten out my exile.

colors (The above would be
worn 'by any student whose
political
philosophy
places
him to the left of Hubert

choice.
10. A long-playing
recording of
Barbara
Keshen
singmg
"Songs of the Suffragettes".

Taken from The Writing on the
Wall, Garden
City: Doubleday,
lnc., 1969_

Humphrey.) This would serve
to separate the Wrongthinkers

on

from the Nice Kids.

early.

"ADOcrO~

So, keep your porch lights lit
Friday
night. We'll be out

NEWS NOTES
The Hillel N.E. Regional Institute will be held at Harvard on
Sunday,
Nov. 9. Topic of the
Institute will be "Jewish Identity
and the University".
For further
details
contact
Ann-Louise
Gittleman
in Jane
Addams.

* * *

Tonight
in Crozier-Williams
Snack Shop the Conn Chords will
present a selection of songs. The
Spizzwinks, a singing group from
Yale, will join them in the program, which will be presented at
9:00 p.rn,

* * *
The Yale Dramatic Association
has announced
its selection
of
three plays for the 1969-70 season, to be produced at the Yale
University Theatre in New Haven.

The first show, Sergeant
Musgrave's Dance, by John Arden
will open November 13_ In Febru:
ary, the Dramat will produce e.e.
cumming's
Him, and in April the
undergraduate
theatre group will
stage Aristaphanes'
Lysistrata.
A year's subscription
to the
Yale Dramat
is available at the
Yale Co-op or by writing 902-A
Yale Station. New Haven, Connecticut 06520.

* * *

On Saturday,
November
I
"Students
for Ernie Kydd" wili
sponsor
a party for Kydd, the
Democratic
candidate
for City
Council. The party will begin at 9
p.m., and Mr. Kydd will be present from 9:30 on. far discussion.
There will be an entrance fee
of $1 to be donated to the Kydd
campaign.

SOMEONE

ALAWYE~

WITH A FUTURE"
OR
THE JUNIOR SHOW COMES AGAIN! ! !

TVESDA Y NIGHT 7:00 P.M.
DANA CONCERT

HALL

do your own thing
at the

(Will Charity Forall ever come

to

Wedi Eli?)

SKI CHALET
at VALITY Dept. Store

NOW OPEN
FOR THE SKI SEASON
ROSSIGNOL

Downtown New l.ondon at
128 State Street

DYNAMIC
FISCHER

Your Headquarters

for

SCOTT

Junior Fashions

LANGE BOOTS
REIKER BOOTS
SPINNERIN
GERRY
ROFFEE

Grimes
Your

54-58
New

SALE

Sonitone

C e rt j f j ed
Master

HEAD SKI

Cleaners
Dry

We are the most complete,
quality ski shop in Southeastern Connecticut.
You
are always courteously servIced by experienced skiers.
Try us
today.

Cleaner

Ocean
london,

Avenue
Conn.

'1'13-112/

SAVE 40%

320'
S

360',

St,
GS
SHORTS
__

You meet the
nicest people ... at

REG
REG
REG

. $145 .. 8700
.

. $165 .. 9900

.
. $170 . .10200
.
. $175 . .105.00
REG. $115
·,69.00
REG

efmore s~oe s~op
state sf.

VALITY-Route 12-CALES FERRY

